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Linkedin is a powerful social network platform exclusively built for

Professionals. World over, 690 millions professional use Linkedin to grow

their business, expand their professional network, establish a brand, find a

new job, recruit top  talent or learn a new skill. In recent times, more

recruiters are using Linkedin to post jobs and recruit candidates. In such a

context, it becomes imperative to have a profile, that works in your

favour.    This webinar is exclusively designed for Beginners & students to

help them understand the power of Linkedin and use it appropriately for

their benefit and advantage.

Brief Overview



Why should you use Linkedin?

Basics of Profile Creation on Linkedin

Products & Features

Linkedin Career

Best Practices: Useful Tips & tricks to get a job!

Session Content



What it takes to build an Impactful Profile on LinkedIn

How to find a Job or Internship Opportunities,

through Linkedin

Communicate effectively on LinkedIn

Learn about the Premium Features [relevant for

Students]

You will understand:

Key Takeaways



Vignesh Raja is a seasoned business research, consulting professional with 15+

years of Industry experience, having served in Services, Manufacturing and

e-Commerce segments. He is currently a Management Consultant and helps

individuals and companies grow through custom research and intelligence. He has

been a panelist, guest speaker and visiting faculty in numerous management

forums. He is a certified Career Coach and helps students and professionals using

his extensive industry experience. Vignesh has been an avid user of Linkedin over

the last 14+ years and is happy to share the learnings and benefits accrued along

his way. He is an alumnus of BITS, Pilani and actively contributes in alumni related

activities of BITSAA Chennai.

Facilitator



Rs. 649/-
Limited Seat for students @ Discounted fee
of only Rs. 399/- including 18% GST 
(Limited Seats - Rush your nominations)

For Registration, Mail us to mma@mmachennai.org with
Your Name, Contact Number & E-Mail ID 
(Please await our advice before making Payment)

Fee Details:




